
Home Learning Pack for Nursery – Week Beginning 18th May 2020 
 
Over the past few weeks I have given you some ideas of activities 
linked to this term’s theme, Field to Fork, and having spoken to all the 
parents now I realise that not all have been able to access the 
activities each week.  This being the case, I have included a full list 
of the activities suggested so far so you can have a look and see if 
there are any that you have missed that you would like to try.  Enjoy! 
 

• Draw different vegetables or animals – Talk about the shape, 
size, and colour of the object.   

• Potato printing – Maybe just have fun with patterns or see if 
you and your child can create an animal or vegetable. 

• Design a farm - Use Lego/junk modelling to create a farm, 
getting your child to think about where the animals are going to 
sleep, how they are going to keep the animals from escaping and 
where they are going to keep all the farm equipment. 

• Mother and young sorting activity – (Resources available on 
Twinkl) 

• Baking – Talk about where the different ingredients come from. 
(This is a good Maths activity too.) 

• Watch how fruit changes over time, bananas are a really good 
fruit for this activity or an apple that has been cut open. 

• Use tinned/packet food to show healthy and unhealthy meals. 
• Animal Sounds Lotto – These are available free on the internet. 
• Make a Scarecrow – Use any junk/craft materials to make a 

scarecrow 
• 2D Animal Pens – Make different 2D shaped animal pens using 

straws, string, chalk marks, pen/felt tip marks, then ask your child 
to put an animal in the triangle shaped pen etc. Put a number 
next to each 2D shaped pen and ask the children to put that 
amount of animals in the pens.  Challenge them by seeing if they 
recognise the numbers themselves. 

• A is for Animal – Using the phonics chart from your first home 
learning pack, pick a letter/sound then ask your child to go on a 
letter hunt to find a word that starts with that letter. Encourage 
your child to listen to the initial sound of an animal’s name, eg P 
for pig, C for cow. 

• Make a Barn – Use any junk/craft materials to make a 
barn/shelter for the animals. 



• Guess the Shadow – Make the most of the sunshine and make a 
shadow with a farm animal toy, get your child to stand in front 
of you so they can only see the shadow and let them guess 
which animal it is. 

• Animals and their Produce - Talk about what produce we get 
from animals and what we can use them for, eg. Wool from 
sheep to make clothing, eggs from chickens to make mayonnaise, 
milk from cows to make cheese. 

• My Perfect Meal – Talk about what your child would like to 
have for their perfect meal, discuss whether their choices are 
healthy or not. 

• Animal Counting – Ask your child to put a given number of 
animals into your hand or into an animal pen. 

• What Grows Where? –  Look at fruit and vegetable labels to 
see where they are grown, show your child on a world map 
where the different places are, eg. Bananas grown in Costa Rica, 
oranges from Brazil.  potatoes from Boston. 

• Who Am I? – Give your child clues about the animal you are 
thinking of, eg. I have feathers, I lay eggs. 

  
• Kim’s Game –  Put a selection of four or five objects out and ask 

your child to turn away then ask them to look and see if they 
can guess which animal you have taken away.  You could also 
do this with different foods. 

• Animal Sorting – Ask your child to sort the animals out into 
groups, eg. Animals with two or four legs, animals with feathers 
or not.  (This is a really good communication activity). 

 
The following activities can also help your child with their 
recognition and formation. 

 
• Name Practice – Write your child’s name then ask them to write 

over the top of it with a different colour each time. 
• Number Formation – Write numbers then ask your child to write 

over the top of them with different colours, encouraging them to 
say the number when they are doing it. 

• 2D Shape Hunt – Cut various 2D shapes out of paper/card then 
hide them around the room/garden and ask your child to go on a 
shape hunt.  (Quick note – remember where you hid them and 
how many you hid otherwise you will be either looking for non-



existent shapes or finding shapes for several weeks that you 
forgot were there). 

• Reading – Read books and articles or just look at pictures and 
ask your child what they can see is happening, why they think 
this is happening or even what they think is going to happen 
next.  (This is another good communication activity). 

 
Keep safe and hope to see you all again soon. 
 
Regards, 
 
Mrs Birt 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 


